Microscopic Characteristics and Modelling of Pedestrian Inflow Process with Inactive Persons
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Abstract  Inflow and outflow processes are common phenomena in daily life. Many types of research have been conducted to study the features of the outflow process, especially in scenarios with a single room or a straight corridor. A few scholars have paid attention to the movement characteristics of pedestrian inflow. Further explorations are still under great demand. In this contribution, a set of pre-conducted experiments are used to analyze the characteristics of the pedestrian inflow process with inactive persons. In these experiments, inactive persons were required to randomly cease within the room, leading to intensive detour behavior of pedestrians. The characteristics are carefully investigated using gradient analysis and curl analysis. To mimic the aforementioned inflow process, static global field is constructed to heuristically navigate a social force based microscopic model. The proposed model can reproduce the self-organized phenomena in the experiments. Our work can help understand the field feature of the pedestrian inflow process with inactive persons. High chaos level areas can be marked out providing practical information for managers.
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1 Introduction

With a rapidly growing global population, excessively large crowds and congestion have become serious problems in both developed and developing countries. To mitigate this, numerous studies have been conducted to understand the behavior of pedestrian crowds
and their evacuation processes [1–3]. A lot of studies focused on getting pedestrian movement characteristics, such as evacuation time [4–6], pre-movement time [7], stepping behaviors [8], density-flow relation [9–11].

Evacuation process presents the form of people escaping from the inside of a certain area to the outside, which can be called ‘outflow’. The inflow process is defined by successive entry of pedestrians into a confined area and their subsequent dwelling [12]. However, there is no definite destination for people in the inflow process and they have to distribute themselves in the certain area. The study of the inflow process can be beneficial to the safety of people’s lives because it occurs so frequently in our daily life under different scenarios [13].

Ezaki et al. [14] summarized several distinct phases of inflow process of a pedestrian: perception, decision making for destination, interaction between other pedestrians, stopping, direction change, and adaptation to incoming people. Moreover, they found four dominant factors: flow avoidance, distance cost, angle cost and boundary preference which affected the decision making in inflow process [15]. Liu et al. [16] conducted pedestrian inflow experiments in a square room and adopted several analytical methods, e.g. the Voronoi diagram method, proxemics, and point pattern analysis to investigated the spatial distribution of pedestrians at steady state. Qi et al. [17] studied the effect of the initial ratio of boarding to alighting group size on the average alighting time and proposed a cellular automata model to simulate passenger alighting and boarding behavior.

Until now, many mathematical models have been proved to be able to efficiently characterize pedestrian crowds during evacuation [18–20]. Specifically, the cellular automaton (CA) model [21–23] and the lattice-gas model [24–26] are proposed, which in general divide the evacuation room into proportionally proportioned cells containing individuals. However, the models restrain the movement direction of pedestrian flow [27]. To overcome this shortcoming, the social force model (SFM) characterized by continuous dynamics was proposed [28]. The SFM is based on the principle that pedestrian behavior is guided by ‘social forces’ which include both physical and psychological forces. The SFM also points out that pedestrian movement is induced not only by people’s desire to reach a certain destination, but also by some other environmental factors. In order to describe more realistic scenarios, extended social force models have received increasing attention in recent years [29–31]. However, compared to the outflow process, the inflow process has been rarely investigated using modelling method. Therefore, it is worthwhile to be dedicated to uncovering the fundamental mechanism and underlying evolutionary dynamics of people’s behavior in inflow process.

In this paper, we present a series of pedestrian experiments in a rectangular room to reveal the features of the inflow process, and the effect from different conditions of the experiments(with different ratio of inactive people), the characteristics of pedestrian spatial distribution and the congestion level are investigated. Then, we improved the original SFM to investigate the characteristics in inflow process.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we describe the experimental setup. The quantitative results and analysis are given in Sec. 3, Sec. 4 and Sec. 5. In Sec. 6 we introduce the modelling methods. Finally, we conclude and discuss our results in Sec. 7.
2 Experimental setup

The experiment was conducted in a rectangular room, whose length is 10m and width is 2m. The entrance is in the front and the exit is near the middle. Particularly, the width of the entrance and the exit are 1m and 1.5m respectively, as shown in Fig. 1(a). 20 volunteers participated in the experiment, and the ratio of males to females was 1:1. The volunteers were informed to behave as normal in advance, temporarily without thinking of emergency situations. There were two types experiments:(1) without inactive persons and (2) with inactive persons. All the experiments included the same number of participants, but the number of inactive persons was changed in different runs (the number of inactive persons could be 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10).

In scenario 1, no inactive persons existed: participants waited outside the entrance and did not move until they were informed to enter the room. When they entered the room,
they were allowed to stop at any position. Note that participants had the opportunities to change their positions due to their uncomfortable feelings while others entered the room. When all participants stopped moving, the inflow process finished.

However, inactive persons played different roles in scenario 2. In analog to scenario 1, the active participants gathered outside the room, then when the experiment began, they behaved as same in scenario 1. Some participants were informed to be inactive in advance, which means they stood in front of the others, and entered the room ahead of active persons. The inactive persons were not capable of moving once they had chosen the position to stop, preventing others from moving freely, respectively. Just like pedestrians in public transportation, due to their personal reasons, some of them have no desire to move again. Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c) show snapshots of one experiment without inactive persons and one with inactive persons. Tab. 1 shows the experimental condition in each scene.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scene name</th>
<th>Ratio of inactive persons</th>
<th>Repetition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 3</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 4</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 5</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 6</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Experimental condition in each scene.

3 Inflow features

The goal of our experiments was to elucidate how inactive persons influence pedestrians and the flow characteristics. Consequently, to examine this observation closely, we focus on each pedestrian’s characteristics parameters, such as steady time, distance to the entrance, relation between densities and velocities.

3.1 Distance to the entrance and steady time

Because the aim of the experiments was to allow pedestrians to cease at the locations they felt comfortable, so we plot everyone’s distance to the entrance against time from start. Apparently, at the beginning, the distance increase with time, then remain invariant. Therefore, we regard it as two stages and a piece-wise linear function is utilized to estimate the trend of the raw data. The fitting results are shown in Fig. 2(b).

The steady time implies how long each pedestrian spent until he or she stayed still, as shown in Fig. 2(a). It can be observed that when the proportion of inactive persons increases, the steady time varies at the same trend. We consider it could be affected by the difference in the target positions and the disturbance from the ceased inactive people. On
the one hand, before each pedestrian enters the room, he/she is likely to determine his/her target position. The existence of inactive persons tends to change others’ choices, consequently having an effect on the inflow time, whose increase may directly contribute to the phenomenon of bypassing, turn-around and decelerating behavior, relatively costing more time.

![Figure 2](image)

(a) The steady time of each experiment; (b) Time evolution of the distance to the room entrance with 2 inactive persons. While the blue circles represent the raw data, the pink curves represent the fitting data.

### 3.2 Fundamental diagram

We analyze the data among all pedestrians occupying the room from pedestrians’ trajectory data. We measure the velocity of pedestrian $i$ at a given time $t$ through a derivative of $i$’s trajectory $s_i(t)$:

$$v_i(t) = \frac{s_i(t + \Delta t/2) - s_i(t - \Delta t/2)}{\Delta t}$$

(1)

$\Delta t$ is the time interval, and $s_i(t)$ is the location of pedestrian $i$ at time $t$, here $\Delta t$ is set as 1s.

We calculate the local density on the basis of Voronoi method [32]: at each moment, pedestrians equally shared the public space around them. According to this, every pedestrian’ Voronoi can be acquired and contribute to the local density correspondingly. Furthermore, it can be calculated by the following equations:

$$\rho(\bar{x}) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{|A_i|}, & \bar{x} \text{ in polygon } i \\ 0, & \text{others} \end{cases}$$

(2)

$A_i$ is the area of polygon $i$. An example of the Voronoi cells of corresponding pedestrians is shown in Fig. 3, in a trial with 10 inactive persons (the ratio of the inactive persons is
50%. 

Figure 3 The Voronoi cells of corresponding pedestrians. While the black edges represent the area occupied by each pedestrian, the red marker inside the edges denote the position of the each pedestrian.

Fig. 14 shows the fundamental diagrams, wherein the pink lines represents the relationship between the average velocity and density. With the increase in density, the speed of pedestrians firstly decreases then becomes flat. We can observe that when there is no congested flow, the average speed of pedestrians with the most inactive people (50% inactive persons) is clearly higher than that of others. Nevertheless, in the same scenarios, compared with other cases, with the uptrend of the density, the downtrend of average velocity become stronger, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Also, in most range of the density, the velocity of ratio 30% seems to obtain a relative lower value. What we can imply from Fig. 4(b) is that with the ratio of inactive persons increasing, the average velocity varies randomly. A possible reason for this may be that the microscopic movement of experimental participants was not dramatically influenced by the role of the others (active or inactive). However, there seems to be no obvious correlation, so we conduct a correlation test. The average speed under different density is firstly normalized to a range from 0 to 1. Therefore, the correlation between speed and the inactive ratio can be tested. The Pearson correlation coefficient between the ratio of inactive persons and average velocity is -0.231, not significant at the 0.076 level (bilateral). The result shows there is no significant correlation.

4 The spatial distribution analysis

As mentioned above, the distribution of pedestrians is clearly an important factor in determining the whole process. Since pedestrians remain steady when they finish their inflow process, we conduct distribution analysis to investigate which aspect affects pedestrians’ distribution more significantly. Additionally, the local density at place $\mathbf{r}(x,y)$ at time $t$ measured as [33]:

$$f(\mathbf{r}_j - \mathbf{r}) = \frac{1}{\pi R^2} \exp\left[-||\mathbf{r}_j(t) - \mathbf{r}||^2/R^2\right]$$

(3)
Figure 4  (a) The relationship between average velocity and density in different scenarios; (b) The average velocity in different scenarios among different density.

\[ \rho(\vec{r}, t) = \sum_j f(\vec{r}_j(t) - \vec{r}) \]  (4)

Here, \( \vec{r}_j(t) \) is the position of pedestrian \( j \) in the surrounding of \( \vec{r} \). \( R \) is a measurement parameter, and is set as 0.7.

Figure 5  The distribution of pedestrians in the steady state in different scenarios.

As noted, the density maps display different patterns for high and low ratios of inactive persons (Fig. 5). For the high ratios, one can see a circular region of high density, while for the other, the surrounding regions have a relatively low density. What’s more, we would like to stress that the density in the high ratios scenario reaches peak values higher than that of the others. This highlights that the distributions in high ratios show more approximately symmetry.
When inactive people exist, people avoid the surrounding region, a feature reflected by notably lower values of the density in this region. On the contrary, with the ratio increasing, the densities around the inactive people in zones closer to the crowds are remarkably high. This implies that, whereas in a scenario with low ratio of inactive people, the most important magnitude defining the distribution is the distance to the exit. Instead, in high ratio scenarios, approaching the inactive crowds favors higher densities. This effect is observed independently on the ratio degree although, as expected.

![Figure 6](image-url)  
**Figure 6** The distribution of pedestrians in the steady state in different scenarios along x axis.

Besides, using the local density as explanatory variables, we conduct an analysis about the variance of location along x axis, whose results is displayed in Fig. 5, where the vertical axis represents the $Y^*$. $Y^*$ is defined as:

$$Y^*(x) = \frac{\int y \rho(x, y) dy}{\int \rho(x, y) dy} \tag{5}$$

There is a distinct relation that the higher the ratio of inactive people are, the larger the varieties of $Y^*$ are. Therefore, it might be in agreement with the results of densities that is mentioned above. The uniform distributions are more likely to occur in a respectively low ratio than one that occur in a high ratio. This suggests that pedestrians are more willing to move far away forming clusters, which is triggered by a block of inactive people, preventing faster pedestrians from walking at their desired speed. However, this effect is thought to be weaker when there is a larger group of inactive people.

## 5 Congestion level

To analyze the congestion of the pedestrians, we consider congestion level, which provides relatively an accurate analysis of macroscopic congestion [34, 35]. To some extent, levels of congestion tend to imply how disordered and unorganized in crowds and are
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relevant to its rotation of the velocity vector field [36]. To better quantify the contribution of the local speed to the local curl, we define the congestion level as:

\[ Cl = \max(r_z^*) - \min(r_z^*) \quad (6) \]

\[ \vec{R}(x, y) = \begin{pmatrix} r_x \\ r_y \\ r_z \end{pmatrix} = \vec{\Delta} \times \vec{v}(x, y) \quad (7) \]

\[ r_z^* = \frac{r_z}{|\vec{v}|} \quad (8) \]

Here, |\vec{v}| is the average velocity calculated in the measurement area.
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Figure 7  Density maps for experiment of 20% ratio of inactive persons explored.
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Figure 8  Congestion level maps for experiment of 20% ratio of inactive persons explored.

Over a wide range of time intervals, results of congestion level and density are computed. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 display an example with 4 inactive persons in the experiment (The ratio of inactive persons is 20%. ). By comparing the density map of Fig. 7 with the congestion level map of Fig. 8, the higher density in Fig. 7 is observed near the exit of the experimental area where pedestrians are
more likely to pass while moving inside the room. While the lower densities are observed around the entrance, which constitutes the location with the higher degree of congestion. Apparently, the higher density is found close to the exit by moving away from the entrance, and increasing values for congestion level are observed. The congestion level map generally seems to be translated a small distance from the entrance to the center of exit.

![Figure 9](image)

**Figure 9** Relations between average congestion level and local density.

In addition, to perform a more detailed analysis on the relationship of different quantities with density, scatter plots have been created combining the density in each location with the corresponding congestion level. To be noted, the calculation of congestion level is based on the small time steps, therefore, we obtain the average results among a continuous range of density. As Fig. 9 clearly shows, the peak of congestion level is much higher in the low ratio cases. There is a tendency toward a decrease among most of cases, however, due to the limited data, we couldn’t distinguish the exact density. The low ratio cases appear to be slightly less congested, although the difference only appears at lower density.

Finally, to study further and compare them with different scenarios, we analyze the time evolution of maximum congestion level for all experimental conditions. Results for this type of analysis are presented in Fig. 15, it is clearly seen that peak values are quickly reached in most of the cases and the fluctuation varies. In addition, it is interesting to notice that pedestrians in low ratio cases are likely to take shorter time to stay organized and final values are still moderate.

### 6 Model

Microscopic simulation models enable the researchers to replicate a wide range of physical and psychological issues that people experience during an emergency evacuation. This study aims to find the optimum pattern for pedestrian inflow process. Hence, to implement the proposed idea, a framework is developed enhanced with Social Force Model that
consists of three parts. The social force model is described as below [3]:

\[ m_i \frac{d\vec{v}_i}{dt} = m_i v_i^0(t) \cdot \vec{e}_i^0 - \vec{v}_i(t) + \vec{f}_{ij} + \vec{f}_{iW} \]  

(9)

In the first phrase, inner force to the destination is calculated, where pedestrian i with mass \( m_i \) drives at a certain desired speed \( v_i^0 \) in a certain direction \( \vec{e}_i^0 \), and his/her actual velocity \( \vec{v}_i(t) \) tends to reach the desired speed in each reaction time \( \tau_i \).

The second phrase represents the interaction force drilled between pedestrian i and pedestrian j, which is calculated:

\[ \vec{f}_{ij} = (A_i \cdot e^{r_{ij}-d_{ij}/B_i} + kg(r_{ij} - d_{ij}))\vec{n}_{ij} \]  

(10)

The third phrase represents the interaction force between the individual i and the surrounding walls.

\[ \vec{f}_{iW} = (A_i \cdot e^{r_i-d_{iW}/B_i} + kg(r_i - d_{iW}))\vec{n}_{iW} - \kappa g(r_i - d_{iW})(\vec{v}_i \cdot \vec{t}_{iW})\vec{t}_{iW} \]  

(11)

6.1 Static field

Let us study pedestrians’ choice of location. By introducing static field, as shown in Fig. 10, the value of the static field is expressed as:

\[ S(\vec{r}) = \left( \frac{2}{1 + e^{0.6(d_{Exit} - 2)}} + 1 \right) d_{Exit} - d_{W}(\vec{r}) - \left( \frac{1}{1 + e^{0.6(d_{Entrance} - 2)}} + 1 \right) d_{Entrance} \]  

(12)

Here, \( d_{Exit} \) and \( d_{Entrance} \) represent each pedestrian’s location’s distance to the exit and the entrance, respectively. \( d_{W}(\vec{r}) \) refers to the shortest distance from a specific point \( \vec{r} \) to the boundaries, as shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 10  Static field concerning the influence of entrance and exit.

Firstly, based on the experiments, pedestrians gather outside the room and inactive people stand in front of the crowds. Then, when the simulation begins, the dominant factor pedestrians take into account differs. From active people’s perspective, they alter their approach by choosing the surrounding location whose static value is lower, respectively. In terms of inactive people, on the one hand, they need to consider the static value. On the other hand, their terminations are combined with the experimental data.
6.2 Social force

To implement the proposed idea, the locomotion model is designed, which consists of:

1. Inner force to destination;
2. Repulsive force among pedestrians;
3. Repulsive force and attractive force between pedestrians and walls;
4. Repulsive force and attractive force between pedestrians and exit.

Therefore, an individual’s locomotion is defined as below:

\[
m_i \ddot{\mathbf{v}}_i = \mathbf{f}_{sd} + \mathbf{f}_{ij} + \mathbf{f}_{iW} + \mathbf{f}_{iE} + \mathbf{f}_{iE} \tag{13}
\]

The first part consists of traditional self-driven force in SFM, but, in contrary to traditional SFM, the desired direction is determined by static value. Moreover, inactive people receive an additional self-driven force, relevant to the final destination in experimental data:

\[
\mathbf{f}_{sd} = m_i \mathbf{v}_i(0) \cdot \hat{\mathbf{e}}_i - \mathbf{v}_i(t) + 2m_i \mathbf{v}_i(0) \cdot \hat{\mathbf{e}}_i - \mathbf{v}_i(t) \tag{14}
\]

The third part and the fourth part are similar.

\[
\mathbf{f}_{iW} = \begin{cases} 
\mathbf{f}_{iW}^r = (A_i \cdot e^{r_i - d_{iW}/B_i} + k_g(r_i - d_{iW}))\mathbf{n}_{iW} - \kappa g(r_i - d_{iW})(\mathbf{v}_i \cdot \mathbf{i}_{iW})\mathbf{i}_{iW} \\
\mathbf{f}_{iW}^a = -30/d_{iW} \mathbf{n}_{iW}
\end{cases} \tag{15}
\]

\[
\mathbf{f}_{iE} = \begin{cases} 
\mathbf{f}_{iE}^r = (A_i \cdot e^{r_i - d_{iE}/B_i} + k_g(r_i - d_{iE}))\mathbf{n}_{iE} - \kappa g(r_i - d_{iE})(\mathbf{v}_i \cdot \mathbf{i}_{iE})\mathbf{i}_{iE} \\
\mathbf{f}_{iE}^a = -60/d_{iE} \mathbf{n}_{iE}
\end{cases} \tag{16}
\]

Here, \( \mathbf{f}_{iE}^r/\mathbf{f}_{iW}^r \) and \( \mathbf{f}_{iE}^a/\mathbf{f}_{iW}^a \) represent the repulsive force and attractive force between pedestrians and exit/walls.

The numerical values of the constant parameters of the model are selected and presented in Tab. 2.
### Parameter Value

**Simulation parameters**

- $v_i^0$: 1 m/s
- $\tau_i$: 0.5 sec
- $A_i$: 2000 N
- $B_i$: 0.08 m
- $B_i^1$: 0.02 m
- $k$: $1.2 \times 10^5$ kg/s$^2$
- $\kappa$: $2.4 \times 10^5$ kg/m/s

**Pedestrian specification**

- $m_i$: [75-85] kg
- $r_i$: 0.25 m
- N: 20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Parameters of the model.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### 6.3 Simulation and results

With the aim of confirming the validity of our model, we simulate three models in comparison:

1. SFM;
2. SFM + STATIC FIELD;
3. Our proposed model.

![Simulation Results](image_url)

**Figure 12** The distribution of pedestrians in the steady state with 8 inactive persons. (a) The results of SFM; (b) The results of SFM + STATIC; (c) The results of our proposed model; (d) The results of experiment.

An example of the distributions in steady time are shown in Fig. 12. Besides, we calculate the value of $Y^*(x)$ mentioned in Sec. 3, and investigate RMSE, as plotted in Fig. 13 where
the vertical axis represents the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of $Y^*(x)$ in comparison with the experimental data and the horizontal axis represents the scenarios. Additionally, the value of each RMSE is displayed in the following Tab. 3 and the bold words represent the minimum. It is inferred from this result that in most scenarios, our proposed model is a more optimal method. Considering the fact that for most types of pedestrian streams, the inflow nature of interactions among pedestrians is of enormous significance, our attempts to add this ingredient into a model are helpful in reproducing inflow self-organization phenomena.

### 7 Conclusion

In this study, the properties of pedestrian inflow into a room (with one entrance and one exit) were investigated in a series of experiments with enough space. The experiments were divided into two conditions: without inactive persons and with the presence of inactive persons. Several characteristics of the inflow process are revealed. When it comes to the steady time, quantities of factors contribute to its varieties, consisting of decision-making, movement, avoidance and direction change. It can be inferred from the experiments that pedestrians will more likely to cost more time until they remain steady when the number of inactive persons increase, thus causing changes in velocities.
Figure 14  Fundamental diagrams in different experiments: (a) 0 inactive persons in the experiment; (b) 2 inactive persons in the experiment; (c) 4 inactive persons in the experiment; (d) 6 inactive persons in the experiment; (e) 8 inactive persons in the experiment; (f) 10 inactive persons in the experiment.
Figure 15  Time evolution of the maximum congestion level for different experiments.  (a) 0 inactive persons in the experiment; (b) 2 inactive persons in the experiment; (c) 4 inactive persons in the experiment; (d) 6 inactive persons in the experiment; (e) 8 inactive persons in the experiment; (f) 10 inactive persons in the experiment.
The study of the densities in the steady time has allowed us to consistently reveal the effect of inactive persons. The results suggest that pedestrians incline to gather around the center of the room where is near the entrance. Interestingly, with the increase of the inactive people, the densities of their surroundings increase consistently. The most possible reason can be concluded is that pedestrians receive more repulsion psychologically when standing near others, however, it becomes weaker in high ratio of inactive persona, respectively. Therefore, the inactive people determine more in pedestrian distribution, and in that sense the effect of inactive people should be taken into account.

As for the microscopic flow characteristics, the congestion level, to some extent, represent the severity of chaos. The higher density is found close to the exit by moving away from the entrance, and increasing values for congestion level are observed. Maybe, due to the limited data, while the peak of congestion level is much higher in the low ratio cases, there is a tendency toward a decrease among most of cases, and the low ratio cases appear to be slightly less congested, only appearing at lower density.

Finally, we have proposed a model based on social force model to simulate the inflow dynamics, which implements the interaction between exit and pedestrians. Also we focus on the static floor field, allowing pedestrians to choose their routes without much detour. Undoubtedly, the investigation of the model has achieved more optimal results in comparison with traditional social model.

It is very meaningful to study the characteristics of the pedestrian inflow since it occurs frequently in various kinds of facilities in our daily life. The obtained results give a contribution to a better comprehension of the dynamics of pedestrian inflow processes. As further research, we will make efforts to improve our model and conducting more experiments by changing experimental conditions. This task would be challenging, nevertheless, we believe it is a promising and worthwhile approach.
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